
Stories & letters from the final edition of the 
Haldimand Regional News This Week, Feb 08/12

(The Regional News did not publish online)

(ANNOUNCEMENT)

It's been forty years but now it's goodbye...
by Chris and Kevan Pickup

You can fight City Hall, but a small independent newspaper with limited financial means 
stands no chance against the juggernaut of a newspaper chain using a financial 
tsunami to swamp its competition in its drive for a monopoly. A newspaper like ours only 
survives on the strength of its advertisers. With the loss of some 13 pages of once-solid 
weekly advertising over the last six months to the lure of cheap rates, we cannot afford 
to continue.

We are therefore sorry to announce that this will be the last issue of the Regional News 
This Week.

It's been a rollercoaster forty years for us. We survived the back to back recessions of 
the '80s and '90s with its concomitant business bankruptcies by the skin of our teeth, 
and built ourselves back up with no financial help but that of our faithful advertisers, 
some of whom have been with us for almost the whole forty years, and to whom we are 
truly grateful. You can look at the bottom of this page for one of them. Jack Wardell 
began his business shortly after we did and now his sons continue in his footsteps.

We are also grateful to our readers, many of whom looked to us to help fight their 
battles against uncaring officialdom, or gave us leads on various issues in the 
community. We're proud of our history of taking on controversial issues that no-one else 
would.

Last but by no means least... our staff. Dorie had worked in our Dunncille store in her 
early days with us, but later took on the job of sales representatives. She single-
handedly grew our advertisers by leaps and bounds over the next few years. During 
these past few very difficult months she and our classifieds editor Joan and bookkeeper 
Paula, have dug in, worked more hours and taken on extra tasks, all without 
complaining or having to be asked. Dorie, Joan, Paula... you are all very special people, 
and that you from the bottom of our hearts.
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(EDITORIAL)

Editorial 
by Chris Pickup

While this end for the Regional News is personally difficult for my husband and me, I 
worry for the residents of this county who have lost their alternative voice.

From the very beginning this newspaper has never shied away from controversy, 
gaining the reputation of "telling it like it is". We have taken a lot of lumps over the years 
because we were no afraid to go up against the establishment and fight for what we 
believe to be right.

When a group of people alerted us to the situation at the community-built and 
community-supported Hagersville hospital we fought along with them until the province 
stepped in and removed the administrator who was undermining the hospital's viability. 
No other reporter bothered to look into it, some calling us sensationalist, and uncritically 
took for gospel the assurances of the very administrator who eventually had to step 
aside. Some residents thanked us, some didn't, wrongly believing we were going after 
the hospital itself rather than the way it was being run. But the hospital is still there and 
thriving, which is all that matters.

This present council will likely dance on our grave today, but someone needs to hold 
them accountable. The Sachem's viewpoint has been bought and paid for by council.. 
the proof is in the their editorial pages and the mayor's fatuous weekly columns, so it 
obviously won't be them. Besides, they've never been critical of anything; cowardice 
seems to be in the news genes over there.

Then there's our favourity subject - believe me I wish it didn't have to be! - the OPP. 
That's another organization that will join council in the dance... it will have to be a bloody 
big grave. But there again, they need to be held accountable. They can't just be allowed 
to shove their oaths under the bed because it's convenient for the provincial government 
to avoid the truth, as they have avoided many and many a truth over the last few years 
and left this province as thoroughly have-not as it is. It seems to us so many police 
organizations have lost their way, from the RCMP out in B.C. to Hamilton and Toronto 
officers who have botched so many drug raids by targeting innocent families.

But the OPP is ours, and it's allowing politicians to designate which laws they should 
and should not enforce. I have nothing but respect for Gary McHale and Merlyn Kinrade 
and the rest of CANACE who have personally given so much over the last six years and 
got so much disrespect from those who should know better.

Which brings us to the Industrial Wind Turbines. We have been the platform for those 
digging in and fighting to stop them coming to Haldimand County. News out of Toronto 
is more and more giving weight to their arguments, both as to jobs and to costs of the 
so-called green energy. Council has not been supportive of the residents of this county 
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on any of these issues, and now there will probably not be a newspaper that will support 
them either.

We have always thrown our editorial pages open to everyone no matter their viewpoint. 
And it's made over the years for a lot of healthy discussion on all sorts of subjects. A 
newspaper that strangles dissent, or worse yet panders to the establishment or this or 
that advertiser, is no newspaper.

I'll miss this job, and all the readers who email or call and talk to use about all kinds of 
things.  Many of them share our political views at all levels, and I would hope we can 
keep contact in the future. I won't miss all the B.S. and political correctness claptrap 
we've had to contend with. I won't miss having to haul my butt out of bed at 3 o'clock on 
a Wednesday morning after a late night at the printers, to get the paper to the various 
post offices.

But we'll go out proud of this newspaper's record and what it had stood for for forty 
years. And I'll finally have time to clean my house.

(LETTER TO THE EDITOR)

Stand up people
by Bonnie Stephens – Cayuga 
One of the Caledonia 8

Your Regional News reporter, Kristin Kaye, spoke briefly to a few of us before Friday's 
rally got underway. She told us that reporting on some events here, such as a rally at 
DCE or an event involving wind turbines was new for here, but that she was expanding 
her experience by covering them. It was shortly afterward that this young reporter, new 
to our area, got knocked down by an OPP officer and then further insulted by this same 
officer while she was simply attempting to carry out her job in a professional manner.

Kudos to Kristin for still managing to pull off a first rate front page story, and to you, Mrs. 
Pickup, for your killer editorial and your steadfast courage in publishing both.

Two other individuals were assaulted at the same rally, but the many OPP officers who 
were supposedly paying attention to what was happening saw nothing. This 
performance by the OPP cannot be described as either keeping the peace or enforcing 
the law. We cannot turn our backs on the fact that race-based policing is being 
practised on DCE, the result of which is that a few native thugs and a few of their 
anarchist pals are allowed to control DCE and to bully the rest of us.

Every single one of us is important and each one of use can make a difference. Please 
take one step out of your comfort zone to stand up against race-based policing on DCE. 
We CAN be successful in restoring law and order in our communities!
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(LETTER TO THE EDITOR)

Truth, justice and freedom of speech not allowed in Haldimand County. 
M. Kinrade, RCN Ret’d (Caledonia 8)

Thank you to the Mayor and council for their despicable and successful attack on the 
Regional News as today’s edition becomes the last. 

Thanks to the many cowards to numerous to mention, that sat back and allowed their 
neighbors to be attacked, while Julian Fantino and Chris Lewis’ OPP officers looked on. 

Thanks to the Chamber of Commerce and the business community that chose the 
almighty dollar over justice. 

Thanks to those that won’t accept the class action money, and in not doing so, rewards 
McGinty for bad behavior as well as a total disregard for law and order. 

Thanks to the police brotherhood for ignoring David Hartless as he stood for justice and 
the protection of his family and had he died in doing so one can only imagine the 
hypocritical pomp and ceremony to follow. Sickening. 

Thanks to all those that patronize the smoke shacks and the other tax free venues to 
save a dollar but expects healthcare, education etc. as their right. It’s not your right nor 
is it legal to avoid taxes. 

Thanks to the Christian leaders who ignored the terror this community was subjected to, 
when each and every one of them should have been out visiting and offering prayers 
and safe haven to those that had to leave their homes for safety reasons. 

Shame on each and every one of you that chose comfort over justice. 

To you Chris and Kevan you stood unwavering, for justice and at great financial cost 
and I am truly indebted to you. 

And a very special thank you to the business community that withdrew their 
advertisements from the Regional News and in so doing, contributed to the demise of 
an independent truly Canadian newspaper, DISGUSTING. 

Lets include all businesses in the tax free zone, for the business achievement awards. 
Now that’s a worthwhile consideration. 
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(ARTICLE)

Charges dropped against Caledonia Eight, but OPP undeterred
by Mark Vandermaas (Caledonia 8)

On Friday (Feb 03/12) all charges against the Caledonia Eight – arrested Dec 03/11 for 
‘trespassing’ on a county road running through the occupied Douglas Creek Estates in 
Caledonia – were dropped by the specially-chosen prosecutor brought in to handle the 
cases.

The McGuinty government had threatened to arrest non-native protesters who 
attempted to enter the natives-only ‘no go zone’ which even the OPP cannot enter 
without permission from the occupiers. Eight of us lined up, one-by-one, to be arrested 
for refusing to obey the OPP’s order to leave the road known as Surrey Street.

The prosecutor, after reviewing the property deed supplied by Gary McHale showing 
that we were standing on a county-owned road, and not on the racially-segregated, 
provincially-owned land, informed the judge that he was withdrawing the charge 
because there was “no reasonable prospect of conviction.”

In court showing their support for the Caledonia Eight were a number of Caledonia 
residents and three members of the Hamilton-based Never Again Group.   

We moved to the entrance lobby where various journalists interviewed Gary McHale, 
and then moved outside so they could take our picture.

This was a stunning defeat for the government and OPP who have been eager to find 
any pretext under which to target and arrest non-native protesters in order to appease 
native occupiers. With his latest arrest on Jan 27th Gary McHale has now been arrested 
5 times and had 3 criminal charges laid all of which have been withdrawn by the 
Crown before trial.   

(WEEKLY OPINION COLUMN)

Mayor Hewitt used your taxpayers' money to control the message
by Gary McHale (Caledonia 8)

While Mayor Hewitt will put on a sad face in public, Haldimand council will be rejoicing 
over the end of the Regional News. It was Marie Trainer, while she was mayor, who told 
me that council wanted some way to punish the Regional News for stories they print. In 
particular, Tony Dalimonte and Lorne Boyko were outraged by negative stories about 
them in the Regional. 

With Hewitt as mayor putting all council advertisement into the Sachem ensured two 
things - 1) punishment of the Regional and 2) bribing the Sachem. I say bribe because 
that is the word used by Neil Dring when Merlyn Kinrade confronted him a few months 
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ago about Hewitt's own words in the Sachem, that Hewitt received the special benefit of 
having a column in the Sachem because of the county's ad space purchase. Dring told 
Merlyn that Hewitt makes it sound like a bribe.

Council wanted a newspaper that they could control and one that wouldn't risk losing all 
that paid ad space. The Regional News wouldn't play ball so they looked around to see 
which newspaper was pro-council and pro-Hewitt then designed a method to ensure 
that only the Sachem could qualify to win the contract with the County.

The County demanded a special liability insurance that would cover their own ads - why 
should any media outlet pay extra to cover what the County wanted to put in their ads? 
They wanted a list of who the Regional donated money to and wanted the Regional to 
open up their bank account to the County.

The Sachem is NOT owned locally but is owned by Metroland which is a subsidiary of 
Torstar,  a large corporation that also owns the Hamilton Spectator, the Toronto Star 
and a string of other newspapers. As such they could easily cover any special insurance 
policy the County demanded while local businesses would find it too difficult.

What people truly do not know is that Hewitt has been in the back pocket of McGuinty 
for the past 6 years. Not only did Hewitt have private meetings with McGuinty in early 
2006 he also received money from the Ontario government to help promote his group 
the Caledonia Alliance. In August 2006 Hewitt and I appeared on CHTV and he finally 
admitted he had met with McGuinty and at times with other Ministers.

In 2003 the media ran a story about how McGuinty had issued an internal memo telling 
government departments to find people in various communities to use as the means to 
present the government's message on the issues of the day. When the occupation 
stated in 2006 you can be assured the government wanted local people to support the 
OPP and McGuinty. In stepped Ken Hewitt who instantly had direct meetings with 
Ministers and McGuinty.

When the Class Action was filed it was Ken Hewitt along with the Toronto Star who 
publicly denounced John Findlay - lawyer for the Class Action. Findlay was forced to 
sue both Hewitt and the Toronto Star - the case against Hewitt settled out of court. 
Recently a few businesses have told me it was Hewitt and his friends who went to 
various businesses and told them not to join the Class Action.

In May 2006 when the residents bused people to Queen's Park it was Hewitt who 
publicly told people not to attend. The night before the rally Hewitt went to Toronto and 
met with McGuinty then stayed the night in Toronto. Suddenly the next morning Hewitt 
became the spokesperson at the rally. Toby Barrett, Tim Hudak and John Tory were all 
there and the PC party was to pay the $2000 bus fee. The party refused because of 
Hewitt. Later a resident had to cough up the $2000.
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When McGuinty appealed Judge Marshall's court ruling forcing the OPP to remove the 
occupiers, it was Hewitt who spoke out supporting McGuinty's position. The Alliance 
wrote a letter to the Attorney General and to the Court of Appeals in which Hewitt 
stated, "we believe that the occupation needs to come to an end and feel that the best 
way for this to be achieved is through peaceful negotiation between all parties" which is 
exactly McGuinty's position.

In Aug. 2006 I publicly exposed Hewitt as someone working for McGuinty. In a press 
release titled Liberal Linked Plan I named Hewitt as someone actively trying to put 
McGuinty's plan in place in Caledonia. The plan included turning over certain properties 
to Six Nations, removing Mayor Trainer, controlling the message to the media and in 
return the Alliance would be rewarded. The Plan called for Hewitt and the boys to 
support Lorraine Bergstrand against Trainer in 2006.

It should be noted that this plan was released prior to anyone signing up for the election. 
A few weeks later Hewitt signed up to run for mayor but dropped out and then 
Bergstrand entered the race after meeting with Hewitt. Hewitt would later seek the 
Liberal nomination in the Federal election and Bergstrand would run against Barrett as a 
Liberal.

The truly telling event about Hewitt's character is from May 2006 when Hewitt was at the 
local Tims and started telling everyone how he wanted to go down to DCE and rip down 
the sign that called him a racist. After inciting others to join him, including Randy and 
Doug Fleming, they raced down to DCE but before they got the sign down the Natives 
and the OPP swarmed them. As the Flemings looked around they saw Hewitt still sitting 
in his car while they paid the price of supporting him.

In the last two weeks Hewitt has once again shown his true colours about spinning the 
message in order to help McGuinty. For the first time Hewitt has called the occupiers 
the residents of DCE and that the residents of Caledonia need to learn to co-exist with 
these residents of DCE.  Also, Hewitt is now stating he supports the OPP as a "much 
needed asset" to the community - not long ago he demanded an inquiry into the failures 
of the OPP to uphold the law.

One thing is for sure - the Sachem isn't about to print my editorials or hold individual 
council members accountable so the press is truly now controlled by council. The 
community pays the price by losing this bright light of freedom.

(LETTER TO EDITOR)

Where was the coverage?
by Gordon s. Munro
Caledonia

The Oxford Universal dictionary defines newspaper as:  a publication containing news - 
and other items of public interest. Certainly the doing of Gary McHale and the reaction 
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of the OPP to the DCE chaos is both news and of public interest by any standard. How 
then to explain the lack of Sachem coverage vis-a-vis Mr. McHale's Jan. 27/12 
demonstration? It cannot be too short notice since it was announced well in advance 
and the Regional News was able to ahve someone on site. Very puzzling.

Mr. McHale and his compatriots are the only ones keeping the DCE schemozzie and 
the pathetic performance of the powers that be in the limelight.

It is the responsibility of the Sachem to report without prejudice the DCE happenings as 
they occur. Not to do so only confirms in the mind of authorities that no one really cares 
and that they can ignore the problem. Here let me quote the US writer C.E. Norton "it is 
the duty of the good citizen not to be silent".

With the above out of the way, let us take a look at Mayor's Hewitt's Sachem article 
Feb. 2/12. Other than telling us that he liked his job it was not particularly informative. 
However, a rather curious statement caught my attention. "Council", he informs us, 
"feels that it is time for both communities to reclaim the use of DCE".

Wait a minute! What "both communities" is he referring to? And what is meant by 
"reclaim"? Do I smell a rat?

If as I suspect his statement hints at a caving in to the hooligans and the hoodlums who 
occupy DCE, it strengthens my conviction that council combined has less backbone 
than the average garden slug.

---------------------------------------
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